Introduction
An important discovery of Marica-Schonheim [5] The form of this theorem led us to conjecture that m sets can be partitioned into & and X having m -1 differences S \ T with S e S , T eX. Given an ordered sequence S u ..., S m of sets letd be the number of differences <Si\S/ with i < j and e be the largest n for which there are S h <= ... c S in with 1 < j x < ... < i n < m. We believe m, d, e are related.
The generalisation of Theorem 1 by Daykin-Lovasz [4] is THEOREM 
Any non-trivial Boolean function takes at least m distinct values when evaluated over m distinct sets.
We give a generalisation of this theorem, which also yields a new proof.
Proof of Theorem 2
We may assume all the sets S h 7} are subsets of {1, 2, ... 
